Evidence of Onset and Sustained Neural Responses to Isolated Phonemes from Intracranial Recordings in a Voice-based Cursor Control Task
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Abstract
We developed a voice-based, self-paced cursor control task to collect corresponding intracranial data during isolated utterances of phonemes, namely vowel, nasal and fricative sounds. Two patients implanted with intracranial depth electrodes for clinical epilepsy monitoring performed closed-loop voice-based cursor control from real-time processing of microphone input. In post-hoc data analyses, we searched for neural features that correlated with the occurrence of non-specific speech sounds or specific phonemes. In line with previous studies, we observed onset and sustained responses to speech sounds at multiple recording sites within the superior temporal gyrus. Based on differential patterns of activation in narrow frequency bands up to 200 Hz, we tracked voice activity with 91% accuracy (chance level: 50%) and classified individual utterances into one of five phonemes with 68% accuracy (chance level: 20%). We propose that our framework could be extended to additional phonemes to better characterize neurophysiological mechanisms underlying the production and perception of speech sounds in the absence of language context. In general, our findings provide supplementary evidence and information toward the development of speech brain-computer interfaces using intracranial electrodes.
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1. Introduction
Intracranial recording modalities, such as electrocorticography (ECoG) and stereoelectroencephalography (SEEG), may be used to restore direct communication at a reasonable speed for patients who lost their ability to speak [1]. Recent brain-computer interface (BCI) systems aim to convert silent speech processes from intracranial recordings into useful commands in the environment [2, 3]. In these systems, model training relies on supervised learning using either attempted speech [2] or overt speech [3]. Labels may be phonemes in isolation [4, 5], phonemes in context [6, 7, 8], syllables or words [2, 9, 10, 11], audio features [3, 12, 13] or articulatory parameters [14]. Furthermore, language models may be exploited to improve decoding results [15]. Understanding neurophysiological mechanisms underlying the production and perception of speech is essential to improve speech decoding performance. Interestingly, the spatiotemporal resolution of intracranial electrodes was shown to be sufficient to capture neural activity that reflects language processing at a phonetic level. For example, using ECoG grids, Chartier et al. [16] proposed that the ventral sensorimotor cortex is organized in clusters of neurons that are sensitive to place of articulation (e.g., coronal, labial, dorsal) from an overt reading task, while Hamilton et al. [17] suggested that the superior temporal gyrus is parcellated into neuronal populations that are sensitive to manner of articulation (e.g., vowel, nasal, fricative, plosive) during perception of natural speech. Based on the high-gamma frequency component of the intracranial recordings, which is known to correlate with multi-unit firing rates [18], the latter study also found that neuronal clusters may be non-selective and may encode either speech onset or sustained speech.

In this study, we collected intracranial signals using SEEG depth electrode arrays, which penetrate into deeper structures of the brain beyond cortical surfaces. Study participants produced isolated phonemes in the absence of any language context and perceived their own voice in an engaging, voice-based, self-paced cursor control task. Following voiced-based cursor control, we conducted post-hoc analyses of the neural data. Despite the lack of control on electrode placement, we hypothesized the existence of discriminative features in our dataset to detect the occurrence of non-specific speech sounds and classify individual utterances into one of five phonemes. Thus, we report patient-specific outcomes in terms of neural feature contributions and prediction accuracy. In conclusion, we interpret our findings from a neurophysiological perspective and discuss potential implications for speech BCI systems.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study participants
Two male patients, native speakers of Australian English with intractable epilepsy, were implanted with 11 and 15 SEEG depth electrode arrays (DIXI Medical, France), consisting of 10-18 contacts per array, for a total of 132 and 226 contacts. The placement of the arrays, mostly in the right temporal lobe for both patients, was based on the requirements of clinical
evaluation. Intracranial signals were sampled at 5 kHz using a NeoVu amplifier and ProFusion EEG software (Compumedics Ltd, Australia). Audio signals were sampled at 16 kHz using a unidirectional Snowball iCE microphone (Blue Microphones, USA). Both data streams were synchronized with event markers using StimTracker (Cedrus Corporation, USA). The study was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee at St Vincent’s Hospital Melbourne (SVHM HREC-A 267/20).

2.2. Voice-based cursor control

Inspired by the Vocal Joystick application [19], we processed the microphone input in real time to estimate the formant frequencies of sustained vowel sounds for continuous cursor movement in the two-dimensional plane. Motivated by an intracortical BCI system for point-and-click control [20], we created an additional degree of freedom by detecting fricative sounds for click selections (see Figure 1A). Predictions were made every 16 ms using custom Python code (version 3.9 with the following packages: scipy [21], parselmouth [22] and scikit-learn [23]). First, the ratio of energy contained in the high-frequency band (4000-8000 Hz) over the low-frequency band (0-4000 Hz) was estimated. If this ratio exceeded an arbitrary threshold for fricative sounds, a click selection was produced. Second, the energy contained in the expected voicing range (75-300 Hz) was estimated. If this value remained below another arbitrary threshold (for vowel and nasal sounds), nothing happened. If it exceeded the threshold, instantaneous formant frequencies were estimated via linear predictive coding [24]. The first two formants were used as model inputs into a pre-trained Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) decoder to predict one of four possible directions. All audio features were estimated using a window size of 50 ms.

2.3. Model calibration and data collection

The cursor could be moved in four directions within the two-dimensional plane based on which vowel was uttered. To train the GMM decoder with their own voice, study participants produced one sustained utterance of a low vowel (/a/), a high-front vowel (/i/), a mid-back vowel (/o/), and a nasal sound (/m/) (see Figure 1B). Each sound was assigned to one of the four directions for cursor movement. Following this quick calibration procedure, the framework for the main experiment consisted of a visual display with a cursor and a target (see Figure 1C). For at least 120 seconds, study participants were instructed to move the cursor toward the target, which could be selected by means of an affricate (/tʃ/) sound.

2.4. Identification of discriminative neural features

To identify neural features that contained information about non-specific speech sounds, Pearson correlation coefficients were repeatedly computed to quantify the relationship between the transformed audio and neural data. On one hand, binary time series (1: non-specific speech, 0: silence) were created from the raw audio signal. For “onset” analyses, segments of “1” values were limited to 100 ms. For “sustained” analyses, segments of “1” values were not limited. On the other hand, continuous-valued time series (values: band energy over time, window size of 100 ms) were created from the raw neural signal at each recording site. A bipolar referencing scheme was applied to emphasize local neural activity [25] and to minimize potential artifacts including acoustic contamination [26]. Narrow frequency bands were selected from 0-200 Hz in steps of 4 Hz. To identify neural features that contained information about specific phonemes, the methods described above were applied by focusing on each phoneme separately and ignoring the other phonemes. In other words, the creation of binary time series from the raw audio signal differed in that they contained “1” values for the phoneme of interest and “0” values for all other phonemes and silences. The creation of continuous-valued time series from the raw neural signal remained identical.

2.5. Voice activity tracking and phoneme classification

To track voice activity from neural signals, we ranked neural features by their correlation coefficient from the “sustained” analyses. Binary support vector machine (SVM) decoders were trained using the best neural features as model inputs. Data points were extracted every 16 ms. For this classification task, labels were either “non-specific speech” or “silence”.

To classify individual utterances into one of five phonemes from neural signals, we ranked neural features by their correlation coefficient, but this time from both the “onset” and “sustained” analyses. Five-class SVM decoders were trained using the best neural features as inputs. In this case, labels were “/a/”, “/i/”, “/o/”, “/m/” or “/tʃ/”.

![Figure 1. Overview of the voice-based cursor control task.](image)

(A) The microphone input was processed in real time to control a point-and-click application using five pre-selected phonemes: /a/, /i/, /o/, /m/ and /tʃ/. Audio features, such as the ratio of high-band over low-band energy, the band energy in the voicing range and the first two formant frequencies, were extracted every 16 ms using a window size of 50 ms. (B) Examples of the four different vowel and nasal sounds form clusters in the formant space. These phonemes could be accurately classified using a Gaussian Model Mixture (GMM) decoder. (C) Study participants were instructed to move the cursor toward a target using vowel and nasal sounds, and produce a click selection by means of an affricate sound.
After splitting our dataset once in chronological order using a 75:25 train-test ratio to reflect hypothetical real-time brain control scenarios, we progressively increased the number of inputs and reported the corresponding accuracies averaged over 10 repetitions for both classification tasks, namely voice activity tracking and phoneme classification.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Neural features for non-specific speech sounds

To find neural features for non-specific speech sounds, binary time series created from the raw audio signal contain “1” values for all phonemes (see Figure 2A-B). Heatmaps of correlation values at different frequency bands for “onset” analyses but could only be observed in localized high frequency bands (spectrally broader) at around 100–110 Hz. In contrast, in the “sustained” analyses for array H, three phonemes (/o/, /m/, /a/) showed high correlation values at 90-100 Hz between contacts H3-H7 (see Figure 3F). However, differences could be observed in the spatial dimension, which suggest phoneme-specific encoding around individual contacts: /o/ at H4-H5 and H7-H8, /m/ at H5-H6, and /a/ at H6-H7. In contrast, in the “sustained” analyses for array S, two phonemes (/o/, /m/) showed high correlation values at 90-110 Hz between contacts S4-S8 (see Figure 3D). Here, differences could be observed in the spectral dimension, which suggest phoneme-specific encoding by identical neuronal populations, but around different frequencies: /o/ at 90-100 Hz, /m/ at 100-110 Hz.

#### 3.2. Neural features for individual phonemes

To find neural features for individual phonemes, binary time series created from the raw audio signal contain “1” values only for the phoneme of interest in the desired analysis (see Figure 3A-B). Heatmaps of correlation values at different frequency bands (y-axis) for all individual contacts along selected depth arrays (x-axis) for different phonemes separately (subplot) are shown for the first study participant only (see Figure 2C-E). In total, 18 SEEG depth electrode arrays (colored circles) were implanted in the right hemisphere of one study participant. The pink-framed rectangle shows individual channels along array S. The location of channels S4-S5 (blue circles) and S6-S7 (green circles) is emphasized. (D-E) Heatmaps represent correlation values for each array (subplot) at different recording sites (x-axis) and narrow frequency bands (y-axis) for onset (solid frame) and sustained (dashed frame) analyses. In each subplot, dark colors indicate high values. Colored circles in C correspond to colored frames in D-E.

---

**Figure 2. Neural features for the detection of non-specific speech sounds.** (A) The audio signal is transformed into a binary time series representing speech onsets (100 ms). The intracranial signal is pre-processed with bipolar reference and transformed into its power spectral density in a narrow frequency band. This example is for channels S4-S5 at 4-8 Hz (blue trace). Transformed audio and neural signals were used to compute Pearson correlation coefficients. (B) The binary time series represents sustained speech. The intracranial example is for channels S6-S7 at 100-114 Hz (green trace). (C) In total, 18 SEEG depth electrode arrays (colored circles) were implanted in the right hemisphere of one study participant. The pink-framed rectangle shows individual channels along array S. The location of channels S4-S5 (blue circles) and S6-S7 (green circles) is emphasized. (D-E) Heatmaps represent correlation values for each array (subplot) at different recording sites (x-axis) and narrow frequency bands (y-axis) for onset (solid frame) and sustained (dashed frame) analyses. In each subplot, dark colors indicate high values. Colored circles in C correspond to colored frames in D-E.
4. Discussion

The first aim of this study was to elicit isolated phonemes and simultaneously acquire intracranial recordings. Closed-loop voice-based cursor control was successfully achieved by study participants, which generated a unique audio-SEEG dataset of phonemes in isolation and silences of different durations. The second aim was to confirm the existence of neural features in our dataset to track non-specific speech and classify individual utterances into one of five possible phonemes.

In general, our results are consistent with previous studies of the STG using intracranial signals [17, 27]. Our analyses add further evidence about the parcellation of this brain region into neuronal populations that encode either speech onset or sustained speech, but also non-specific or specific sounds. In addition, we offer a fresh perspective into this theory by (1) recording from deeper structures using SEEG depth electrodes, as opposed to ECoG surface grids, (2) analyzing phonemes in isolation, not in context, and (3) investigating narrow frequency bands instead of broad high-gamma bands. More specifically, while we expected to observe spatial patterns to discriminate between phonemes (see Figure 3F), we did not expect to see the emergence of spectral patterns, which suggest that the same neuronal populations may encode information about different phonemes around close frequency values (see Figure 3D).

Using two- and five-class linear classifiers with a limited number of features, we obtained prediction accuracies that were well above chance level. This indicates that our dataset could be further exploited through deeper analyses, such as tracking formant frequencies of vowel sounds and conducting pseudo-prospective simulations to reconstruct cursor trajectories from intracranial signals exclusively.

Our study was limited by the small number of participants and the lack of control on electrode placement due to the intrinsic nature of intracranial research in clinical settings. It is likely that onset and sustained responses observed in our dataset reflect neural processes related to perception of own voice rather than intention to produce overt speech. In the future, replicating the experiment with better coverage of speech-related areas would help to disentangle the neurophysiological interactions between speech production and perception.

To conclude, our findings provide supplementary evidence for the development of practical BCI applications and the feasibility of speech BCI systems. On one hand, we could create additional degrees of freedom through the reliable detection of sustained sonorant or short fricative sounds. On the other hand, a better understanding of neural processes in speech-related brain areas may accelerate the calibration and optimize the performance of continuous speech decoding models.
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